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December 6, 2015 AN AMERICAN CHURCH OR THE CHURCH IN AMERICA?:
WHAT IN THE WORLD IS THE CHURCH DOING?

MATTHEW 28.18-20 (W/ LK 1.67-79; GEN 1.26-28; PHIL 3.17-21)
Advent: waiting for our salvation, when Jesus sets the world right; working in his kingdom mission to see the
consummation of his kingdom.

Strand of Americanism: “religion” is a private matter not public; the church = a collection of individuals who share
the same private opinions who are concerned about the salvation of their individual souls.

What is the church? The church is a culture, a city, that is in the world and stands in contrast to the city-cultures of
the world in rebellion against God. Not escapist but public. The church in Christ is the salvation that God promised.

The Church as a culture

What is a culture? Associated with words such as “cultivate” and “cult” (i.e., referring to worship).

Culture = relationships; group of people who have cultivated life together.

At the heart of a culture is cult, worship; who they believe God is, how they worship, relationship to him, what he
demands of them, how that relationship affects their relationships with one another and non-human creation.

Cultures take shape and continue to develop as people live together. Their entire way of life together is the culture.

Shared life = a common language, customs, laws, mores, calendar, rituals, history, art, and many other things.
Culture is more than the sum total of these parts. Determines the way we think and see the world, shapes who we are.

Culture is not fixed but in flux; dynamic, growing, ever-changing.

Humans are born into, reared in, and bind ourselves to one another and make societies; cultural creatures. Reason:
we are created in the image of social/cultural, triune God (Ge 1.26, 27).

“Man” is the name of both the individual and the society. Man is not one or the other–just as God is not one or the
other–but man is one and the other.

Culture is nothing more than working out what it means to live as the image of God.

Culture intended to be that of peace, love, and righteousness. Sin perverted the image and, thus, culture, but it didn’t
destroy the image. We are still cultural beings. Salvation = restoration of the image of God and, thus, renewing
culture.

We will build cities/cultures. What type will we build?

City-culture building - Cain kills his brother, is exiled from Eden, goes out and builds a city (Ge 4.17). Creates a
culture that grows in its rebellion against God until it has to be destroyed in the flood (Ge 6–9).

Noah started another “garden” and new culture-building project. Ham was in the image of Cain and built a wicked
culture, which ended in rebellious people building “a city and a tower” (i.e., temple; Gen 11.4).

Had one language and “one lip” (i.e., one confession). God destroyed their city and tower by confusing their
language, a key part in maintaining a culture.

Abraham raised up. Through him all families (Ge 12.1-3)/nations (Ge 18.18; 22.18; 26.4) would be blessed.
Abraham was looking for a city-culture whose builder and maker was God (Heb 11.10).

Cultures as cultures–whether families or nations–will have life breathed into them so that they may image the Divine
Culture as God always intended.
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Abraham’s family became Israel, whom God formed into a “holy nation” (Ex 19.6). Israel was a new culture; more
than that, a new humanity chosen to reflect the holiness of her God.

God formed the culture by giving them worship prescriptions and proscriptions; by setting laws that would determine
how they would relate to one another. Laws enforced to maintain the culture.

Israel’s culture was to be an example of wisdom to the nations: cf. Dt 4.5-8.

Jesus comes as fulfillment of Abrahamic promise and King of the Jews. He is Israel in the flesh, the embodiment of
this city-culture, the image of the invisible God.

To be united to Christ Jesus is to be the Israel of God. Who is united to Christ? The church. We are the body of
Christ. In Christ, we are a new Israel, and thus, a new culture. 

The apostles: 1Pt 2.9; Gal 6.16; we even have our own courts (cf. 1Cor 6.1ff.); central to culture is worship of God
the Father in Christ Jesus and through the Spirit.

Church = ekklesia. Ekklesia is the gathering of a city to do public business (cf. Ac 19.32, 39-40).

Church = polis (city); cf. Gal 4, Rev 21–22: new Jerusalem. Phil 3.20 - our “citizenship” is in heaven.

Philippi - Roman colony; citizens were Roman citizens; “little Rome” in Macedonia. Not looking to “go to Rome”
but to bring Rome to Philippi. 

The kingdom or the empire of heaven has a capital: heaven, God’s throne. Jesus sits as Lord of this empire. Church
on earth = colony/city of heaven here to bring heaven to earth. 

“Gospel” an announcement concerning some good news concerning the emperor. Politically charged word.

Church formed by the gospel = the worldwide kingdom/empire of God. To come out of the world and be a member
of this family is to change cultures; to change your fundamental loyalties (faith), your patterns of life (repentance),
your language, your rituals, and your relationships.

To be a part of this culture is what it means to be saved.

Church as counter-culture

We are an international culture within cultures with our own rituals, language, music, art, etc. We have a common,
transnational language that we speak in our native tongues. E.g., Pentecost

This transnational nation is a nation that stands within nations as a counter-culture. As cities/states/nations in this
world live in rebellion against God, the church is the city and nation that stands distinct from them witnessing to
them in word and deed.

Church as culture transformer

We live within the present cultures of this world and are like leaven to dough: transformative. Nothing wrong with
being a citizen of cities and participating in some cultural activities (not contrary to the culture of heaven).

Primary citizenship is in heaven. We are here to colonize the earth with the culture of heaven. The earth is to become
“the city of God.”

The church exists as a witness to the world. The church exists as mission, she doesn’t just do missions. Our life
together is mission along with our proclamation.

What are we proclaiming in our particular church’s culture to the world around us?


